
I Choose Health shines a light on the positive 
efforts made to adapt to the coronavirus and 
fight back against it. It draws insights from a 
survey of 1500 people across the US, accounts 
from leading health advocates, and reporting 
from around the world.



 73% believe
we are more
focused on 
our health
than ever. 



“Priorities have 
changed, possibly forever.  
More than ever before, 
we’re focused  on our own 
wellbeing and that of 
our loved ones.”  
Matt Eagles, positivity activist
& Parkinson’s ambassador.



We’re not 
taking it
lying down.*

*Apart from when we want to.



We’re crafting
& jogging 
& chatting 
& connecting. 
But also making 
time to relax.

Types of activity people are doing more of

40% Doing

33% Relaxing

27% Connecting



50% of us are
spending more
time exercising
and walking,
while only 13%
are playing more
video games.

The Center for Disease Control
says normally only 23% of
Americans get enough exercise.



High-fives to 
the person in 
Michigan who 
said they’re  
taking more 
vitamins.

And
stopped
smoking
cold
turkey.



Under 35s 
are spending 
time listening 
to their favorite 
jams or connecting 
with friends and 
loved ones.



Over 35s have been 
whipping up a storm 
in the kitchen and 
relaxing in front 
of their favourite 
shows.



“My daughter is Zum-
ba-ing and exercising ev-
ery day.  Me, I’m a bit of a 
lazy so and so, but I love 
the cooking.”
Michael Seres. 
Founder & CEO, 11Health



While the over 65s 
are taking them-
selves on an arm-
chair adventure 
with a good read.



Bless you Maine: 
Still loving
the outdoors,
even when
observing lockdown.

Most popular activity by state:

Walking or hiking outside

Watching TV / movies

Using social media

Listening to music

Spending more time with spouse or partner

Reading



We’ve been turning 
to music because 
it makes us feel good, 
makes us feel connected…
and sometimes because 
our pals have made us 
a playlist. 
”Christmas music always helps me
because it makes me feel less isolated 
and puts me in a positive frame of mind” 

To the person in Idaho, rocking around the 
Christmas tree in April, we say…do your thing.



And we’re finding 
new ways to see the show 
– ways we might keep up. 

66% say they will continue 
to watch musical perfor-
mances online after
lockdown ends.
”I say go with whatever helps you. If you like space-funk, listen to 
it; if you dig Stephen King novels, read them; if Pixar movies tug 
at your heart, watch ‘em. Do what helps you.” 

– Respondent in New Hampshire



Isolation
is tough

Things impacting daily life:

35% Social distancing policies

20% Mental health (depr., anx., stress) 

16% Concerns / Access healthcare

14% Personal income

5% Accessing essential supplies

5% Lack of privacy / Personal space

5% Other

The Mighty Survey, April 23rd 2020



But
we
are
finding
ways
to
stay 
together



Sharing 
good 
times via
screen time. 
Downloads of video calling app Zoom leapt from 
56,000 per day in early 2020 to 2.13 million per day 
by the end of March. Downloads of Houseparty, 
another video calling application, were up 2,902% in 
March compared to February.

*Sources: The Guardian, March 31st 2020.
‘Zoom booms as demand for video-conferencing tech grows’.

Business of Apps, April 21st 2020. 
‘Houseparty Revenue and Usage Statistics (2020)’



Chatting and partying 
and gigging and quizzing 
and movie-nighting and 
dancing and working out 
and planning and laughing
and going to weddings 
and gaming and supporting 
and learning and 
music-making and dating
and bedtime-storytelling s.



“You are as happy 
and you laugh as 
much whether the 
face to face
interaction is on a 
computer or it’s 
actually happening
in front of you.” 
Professor Sophie Scott, 
Director of the Institute of Cognitive 
Neuroscience at University College London” 

Video calling has been proven to be just as good for your 
brain and happiness as being in the same space.* 

* Ref. Sky News, (2020). Coranavirus: Is video calling 
the key to happiness during the COVID-19 lockdown.



Those of us
who are together
are playing together,
the old-fashioned way.
In the UK, sales of boardgames
and jigsaw puzzles soared 240% 
during the first week of lockdown.

*Source: The Guardian, April 1st 2020.

‘Sales of board games and jigsaws soar

during coronavirus lockdown’



And making 
more time to 
break bread
together.
Insta posts tagged with “#homebake” increased
by nearly 40% in the latter half of March*.

*Source: The Economist, April 8th 2020. 

 ‘Home baking is on the rise, thanks to 

coronavirus lockdowns’.



“I have seen art classes 
from Disney and Pixar,  
museum tours, concerts, 
classes...everything is 
available online!  
I feel like the world has 
opened up and it’s bringing 
people  who are so far away 
closer to me.” 
Christine Von Raesfield,
patient advocate & Founder of People with Empathy



It’s been damn hard.  
And we ain’t finished. 
But together, we will.  
“New Zealand has stopped community transmission
of Covid-19, effectively eliminating the virus.” 
– BBC News, 27 April 2020 

And when we do, 
let’s stay kind, 
conscious, 
connected. 



The coronavirus has spread across the world leaving a reality that words can hardly 
express. I Choose Health steps away from the bleak reports and instead shines a light 
on the positive efforts made to adapt and fight back against the pandemic. It looks at 
the ways people have been focusing on their health and wellness, and what we might 
take away when this is all over. The campaign draws upon a survey of over 1500 people 
across the United States, accounts from patient advocates who have had to battle for 
their health and wellness their whole life, and reporting from around the world.
 

I Choose Health is brought to you by global innovation lab, NOW, health and wellness 
network, Havas Health & You, and online health community, The Mighty.



The primary data from this document is taken from a survey of over 1500 members of the The Mighty 
patient community, conducted in April 2020 by NOW, Havas Health & You, and The Mighty.

The views of Matt Eagles, Michael Seres, and Christine Von Raesfeld were gathered through interviews 
conducted by NOW in April 2020. For more from these interviews, head to the Voices section of the I 
Choose Health website.
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